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LXIX. (),~ the (~see~'tai~ed Al, se~we of L~'eets of Motion tl, routTh 
the .AF, ther, ~ ~'elation to the Constitution of 3[atter, and on 
the ~t'_Gerald-Lorentz Hypothesis. By Prof. J. LA~ o R ,  
See.R.S.*" 

I N a recent paper by Prof. D. B. Brace (Phil. Mug. April 
190t, p. 318) the author removes by very refined experi- 

menting ali trace of doubt from Lord Rayleigh's conclusion 
that motion of transparent solids through the rather does not 
induce any double refraction, even to the second order of the 
ratio of the velocity of the translation to that of radiation ; 
but he infers from this the non-existence of the second-order 
deformation of the solid due to its translation, suggested by 
FitzGerald and by H. A. Lorentz to account for Miehelson's 
earlier deluonstrated absence of effect on optical interferences 
over long paths in free rather. As he remarks, it had 
previously been suggested by Lord Rayleigh that such an 
inferene, e might possibly follow from this result. The object 
of this note is to explain that the inference in question is the 
opposite to that which I still hold to be the natural result of 
the theory of the motion of molecular aggregates through 
rather, as hitherto developed t .  

The argument of Prof. Brace proceeds on the basis that 
the whole effect of the convection through the rather is to. 
i,ztroduce ~ew forces between the molecules, causing the 
shrinkage aforesaid along the direction of convection ; and it 
can be readily granted that if this were all, double refraction 
must result. But both the line of argument suggested as. 
probable hy Lorentz $, and the molecular analysis offered by 
me some years later w proceed by comparing a system shrunk 
in the FitzGerald-Lorentz manner and convected through 
the rather, with the same s~/stem unshrunk and at rest, and 
finding a colnplete correspondence between them as regards 
the states and activities of the individual molecules. As the 
argument is somewhat complex and has been misunderstood, 
a brief re-statement of the result may prove useful. 

We are to compare the field of physical activity of a 
system of molecules at rest, with the field of the identically 
same configuration of molecules in uniform translatory motioll 
through rather. I f  small quantities of the order of the square 
of the ratio of the velocity of convection to that of radiation 
(v/c) are neglected, the Maxwellian physical equations for the 

* Communicatecl by the Physical Society : read May 27, 1904. 
~- ' _/Ether and Matter,' Camb. Univ. Press, 1900, chapter xi. 

Versueh ei~er Theorie, 1895, w167 91-~, tra Aated in part in ~ -/Ether 
and Matter,' p. 186. w Loc. cir. 
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(;22 Prof. J. Larmor on the ascertaiJ~ed Absentee 

second system, referred of course to axes of co-ordinates 
moving along with it, can be reduced to the form belonging 
to the same system at rest, by the transformation first 
developed by Lorentz : namely, each point in space is to have 
its own origin from which time is measured, its "local t ime" 
in Lorentz's phraseology, and then the values of the electric 
and magnetic vectors 

(f~ g, ]~) and (a, b, c), 
at all points in the aether between the molecules in the system 
at rest, are the same as those of the vectors 

( /  o 
g--  ~ c ~ a ,  h+  ~ b  and (a, b+4vvh ,  c--4~rvg) 

at the corresponding points in the convected system at the 
same local times. This correspondence can, in fact, be 
shown to locate the electrons at corresponding points in the 
two systems, and to make them equal ; if, then, they are held 
in rigid connexion, or more generally if their states of 
orbital motion in the molecules are conserved, the effect of 
translatory motion of the system with velocity v is to trans- 
form the mthereal field around them and between them as 
here specified. The fields of aethereal activity are not identlcal~ 
but where one vanishes at auy point so does the other at the 
same point. This conclusion was reached by Lorentz, who 
pointed out that it carried with it a null result for all recog- 
nizable optical tests of convection in the system, up to the 
first order, with the one exception of the Doppler effect 
which is involved in the " loca l"  time measurements, and 
which is only a partial exception because it refers to radiation 
coming from outside the system. 

Does, however~ the system of electrons need to be constrained 
in order to prevent change of configuration when being con- 
vected ? The force acting on an individual electron e is 
thereby changed from 

v u b 

If there is a magnetic field (a, b, e) there will thus be 
alteration �9 if there is no sensible average magnetic field, even 
among the molecules, we may perhaps fairly assume, with 
Lorentz, that no constraint is needed in order to prevent change 
in molecular configuration in the system due to convection. 
Anyhow, the absence of recognizable optical result to the 
first order is certain, as the physical constants of the system 
in bulk must be unaltered to that order. 

But the brilliant experimenting of Miehelson and Morley 
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of l~'eets of MotioJ~ thro,gh the zEther. 623 

had already led to the recognition of absence of optical result 
up to the second order of the ratio of the velocities. Thus 
the question was suggested whether the above correspondence 
between the resting and conveeted systems can be effectively 
extended up to the second order. I t  is~ in fact, found that 
the Maxwellian circuital equations of mthereal activity, in 
the ambient ~ether, referred to axes moving along with the 
uniform velocity of convection ~. can be reduced to the same 
form as for axes at rest, up to and including (v/c)", but not 
(v/c) 3, by adoptiu~ a local time r ~) as be[ore, but 
with a new unit e-'~, and also a reduced unit of length parallel 
to x equal to e-'~, where here and in what follows e represents 
1 + v~/c "2, the units of length along y and z remaining unaltered. 
I t  is tbund that for two rather-fields, one referred to fixed 
axes and the other to moving axes, standing in this mutual 
correlation, the electrons, or poles, in approaching which the 
mthereal electric vector becomes infinite as er-l~ are situated at 
corresponding points and are of equal values �9 the relation, 
exact to the second order, is now that 

(.]'; 9,/~) and (a, b, e) 

in the field belonging to the fixed system of poles correspond 
to 

t /  Y 

and ~'i(e-~t, b +47rvh, c--4~rvg) 

tot the field belonging to the couvected system; where 
, V2 C "~ e is 1 .-v / as above, the ii~etor e.i being needed to make 

corresponding poles equal in value instead of merely pro- 
portional. 

I f  each pole or electron is connected with a molecule pos- 
sessing extraneous mass, and it may be having an extraneous 
field of gravitational and other force of its own, and thereby 
interacting with other molecules, we shall want to know the 
tbrces exerted on that molecule by the surrounding ,'ether, iu 
order to form its own equations of motion, which must be 
combined with those of the a'ther-field around it in order to 
constitute a complete system. But if such other forces are 
molecularly iuslgaificant, or better, if the electron is a mere 
passive pole--nucleus of beknottedness in some way-- in  
the ~ther, conditioned and controlled entirely by the ~ther 
around it, just as a vortex ring is conditioned by the 
fluid in which it subsists and is also carried along thereby, 
then, as in the fiuniliar hydrodynamics of vortices, the motion 
of the ~ether determines the motion of the entirely passive 
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624 Prof. J .  Larmor on the ascertained Absence 

electrons, and the idea of force acting between them and the 
tether is dispensed with. 

If, then, matter is for physical purposes a purely tethereal 
system, if it i~ constituted of simple polar singularities or 
electrons, positive and negative, in the Maxwellian tether, 
the nuclei of which may be either practically points or else 
small regions of tether with internal connexions of pure con- 
straint, the propositions above stated for the first order are 
extended to the second order of v/c, with the single addition 
of the FitzGerald-Lorentz shrinkage in the scale of space, 
and an equal one in the scale of time, which, being isotropic, 
is unrecognizable. 

On such a theory as this the criticism presents itself, and 
was in fact at once made, tha~ one hypothesis is needed to 
annul optic'd effects to the first order ; that when these were 
found to be actually null to the second order another hypo- 
thesis had to be added; and that another hypothesis would 
be required for the third order, while in fact there was no 
reason to believe that they were not exactly null to all orders. 
Such a train of remarks indicates that the nature of the 
hypotheses has been overlooked. And if indeed it could be 
proved that the optical effect is null up to the third order, 
that circumstance would not demolish the theory, but would 
rather point to some finer adjustments than it provides for : 
needless to say the attempt would indefinitely transcend 
existing experimental possibilities. 

As, then, the theory contains no further power of imme- 
diate adaptation, what are the hypotheses on which it rests, 
and how far are they gratuitous hypotheses introduced tbr 
this purpose alone ? Up to the first order the electron hypo- 
thesis, that electricity is atomic, suffices by itself, as Lorentz 
was the first to show: Yet, even if the nature of the particles 
of the cathode discharge had never been made out, and thd- 
Zeeman effect had never been discovered, the facts known to 
Ampere and Faraday were sufficient to demonstrate that no 
other conception of electricity than the atomic one is logically 
self-consistent ~ 

Up to the second order the hypothesis that matter is con- 
stituted electrically--of electrons---is required in addition. 
For  this there is no independent evidence except perhaps the 
general simplicity of the correlations of physical law. The 
circumstance that positive electrons have not yet been 
isolated naturally counts considerably on the other side ; yet 
the theory puts no. limit to the size and inertia and complexity 
of' an electron, it only prescribes that it must be a collocation 
of aether poles connected together by some sort of pure con- 
straint, but with no extraneous activities. 

* el. ' :Ether and Matter,' p. 337. 
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of Effects of Jfotion through t]te ~tl~er. 625 

Any rival theory must on the threshold give an account 
of the Michelson null optical result, of Trouton s null electric 
result for convection of a charged condenser ~, and of Ray- 
leigh~s absence of double refraction now rendered thoroughly 
secure by Brace t.  

As electrons are already held to be a reality on various 
grounds, theoretical and experimental, it would appear there- 
fore that there is much to be said ibr a benevolent attitude 
to the proposition that all the interactions of matter, so far as 
the laws of physics and chemistry extend, are to be described 
as phenomena occurring in and through the ~ether, and thus 
differentiated from the more recondite world of vital growth 
and change which they make manifest to our senses. This 
principle does not yet, so far as one can see, stand in the 
way of any other branch of physical science, while it accounts 
for the very remarkable absence of influence of the earth's 
motion through space on the most sensitive phenomena, and 
is almost led up to thereby. 

I t  is pertinent to the present subject to refer to )/[r. Suther- 
land's recent remarks (Phil. Mag. April, p. 4:06) on the 
magnetic effect of electric convection, in relation to the mys- 
terious action of a dielectric varnish that has been announced 
by Cr6mieu and Pender. The discrepancy in the conser- 
vation of energy, there described, applied to the domain of 
electric polarization, is too startling to have been over- 
looked by the current theory ~, ; and accordingly closer con- 
sideration gets rid of the difficulty. When an electron e 
is transferred in an electric field from a place where the 
potential is V~ to a place where it is V~, the force acting on 
it, being e multiplied by the gradient of V, does work equal 
to e(V1--V2). When, however, the electron is embedded in 
a piece of dielectric matter which is so transferred, the force 
acting on the electron itself is diminished by the presence of 
the surrounding polarized matter, and so the work done on 
the electron is less than before : but now the electric polari- 
zation induced by the electron in this surrounding matter is 
also acted on by the electric field, and if we add the work 
done on it during the movement, we shall get the same total 
work as before ibr the system that is moved, and there will 
be no discrepancy to be otherwise explained. 

Cambridge) April 7, 1904. 

~* Phil. Trans. 1903. 
t The null influence on optical rotation, observed by Rayleigh, counts 

here as a first-order effect. 
Cf. Phil Trans, 1897 A, p. 248, and ~2Ether and Matter~' 1900~ 

Appendix A. 
Phil. Mag. S. 6. Vol. 7. No. 42. June 1904, 2 U 
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